52% of Working Americans Will Give Up Vacation Days this Year
Most Workers Would Choose Higher Pay Over More Vacation Time
NEW YORK – December 19, 2016 – More than half of Americans (52%) who get paid vacation
time say they won't use all their allotted time this year, according to a new Bankrate.com
(NYSE: RATE) report. Among those who get paid vacation time and won't use all of it, the
most popular responses are: 7-10 days left over (30%), 4-6 days (21%) and 1-3 days (15%). 8%
expect that they'll leave more than 30 days on the table. The median is 7 days and the average is
19. To view the survey results, go to:
www.bankrate.com/finance/consumer-index/money-pulse-1216.aspx
59% of younger millennials (18-25 year-olds) won't use all of their company-provided time this
year. In fact, 25% say they'll use none of their paid vacation days for 2016, compared to only
9% of older millennials (age 26-35), 6% of Gen-Xers and 7% of Baby Boomers.
"This 'workaholic' approach is deeply embedded in our country's culture, but working more
hours and sacrificing vacation days does not make you a better employee or help you climb the
ladder any faster," said Sarah Berger, personal finance expert and "The Cashlorette" at
Bankrate.com. "Without taking time to recharge, employees can find themselves stressed,
overworked and sick - all of which have a direct impact on their work performance."
Many companies offer employees the option of rolling over unused vacation time into the next
calendar year which can be helpful to plan for an extended vacation or major life event. It seems
many are taking advantage of this perk, with 35% giving this reason for not using up all vacation
days this year. Other reasons for not using vacation time include: too much work (23%), enjoy
working (16%), can't afford to go anywhere (13%) and afraid your job will be at risk if you take
too much time off (4%).
Given a choice between extra cash or additional paid time-off, cash wins out. A majority of
working Americans would prefer a cash bonus equal to 1 week of pay (56%) instead of an
additional week of paid vacation each year (42%). This is fairly consistent across all age groups.
The survey was conducted by Princeton Survey Research Associates on behalf of Bankrate.com.
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